Spanwise bifurcation in plane-symmetric sudden-expansion flows.
Present computational investigation reports a steady bifurcation phenomenon for three-dimensional flows through a plane-symmetric sudden expansion. When the channel aspect ratio exceeds a critical value, the well-known step height (pitchfork) bifurcation evolves with different symmetry breaking orientations on the left and right sides of the channel and bifurcates in the spanwise direction. For the channel aspect ratio less than the critical value, the originally occurring spanwise bifurcation cannot be stably retained and evolves eventually to a step height bifurcation. Compared to step height bifurcation, the spanwise bifurcation is found to be more difficult to obtain, because the symmetric flow present on the spanwise symmetry plane is unstable in two dimensions. For completeness, an extensive analysis of the observed spanwise bifurcation, covering its transient behavior, dependence on flow Reynolds number, channel aspect ratio, and expansion ratio, is included.